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Cloze Exercises, Short-answer Tests, and 
Critical-thinking Questions

To the Teacher

Cloze Exercises

 The 2020 Election
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 Winter Begins
 Holiday Customs in the U.S.
 The Bill of Rights
 Coronavirus Update
 
Which Word Does not Belong?

Short-answer Tests

 The 2020 Election (2 pages)
 The Bill of Rights
 Events in December (2 pages)
 Ask Elizabeth: Making Banana Bread
 Covid Update

Critical-thinking and Creative-thinking Questions

 Answers



To the Teacher
 
Thank you for downloading the free supplementary 
tests for Easy English NEWS. I hope these will save 
you many hours of work each month and will help 
expand your students’ reading skills, vocabulary, and 
retention of important information.

Each month’s Cloze Exercises and Short-Answer Tests 
will be posted at the website by the first of the month, 
if not earlier. Many of the tests are useful with or 
without Easy English NEWS. 

There are dozens of ways to use the tests. Experiment 
to see the methods that work best for your classes. 
Some techniques will be better for students with less 
command of English, and others appropriate for those 
with greater fluency. You can alternate the ways you 
use them to provide more variety in lessons.

CLOZE EXERCISES

The purpose of the cloze exercises is to present a small 
amount of important material in another format to 
enhance comprehension and retention, and reinforce 
vocabulary.

• The cloze exercises may be used before or after 
reading the article. The exercises are taken directly 
from articles in the paper so students can check their 
own or others’ work by referring back to the articles.  

• If you assign a cloze exercise before reading the 
article, it serves as an introduction to reading the full 
article. Use this with students with better reading 
ability. 

•  To increase the challenge, cut off the word bank at 
the bottom of the page before duplicating the cloze 
exercises. Students can work individually, or in pairs 
or small groups. They can use their newspapers or not. 

• As a spelling test (and listening exercise): Dictate the 
sentences including the missing word for the students 
to write in.

• As copy practice: Students can copy the entire 
selection, filling in the missing words.

WHICH WORD DOES NOT BELONG? 

This exercise provides vocabulary, logic, and 
discussion practice. Students read the four words 
in each row, and decide how three of the words go 
together and one does not. There is not necessarily one 
firm answer to this activity. 

• Have students circle their choices, and then discuss 
them. Students should be able to give their reasons for 
choosing a word that doesn’t belong. Any good reason 
makes their answer correct. 

• Students can work in small groups to discuss the 
reasons for their answers. They can write out their 
reasons for the decision. 

• Teach the patterns: 
A, B, and D are all ______s.  
C is not a _____.  
Or:  B, C, and D are all kinds of ______.  A is not. 
Or: You can find A, B, and C in a ________.   
And so forth. 

SHORT-ANSWER TESTS

These tests focus on fact-gathering. 

• You may give these tests as pre-tests to learn what 
students already know about the topic and again as 
post-tests to see what they have learned.

• After reading the article, students can read the 
questions aloud in class and give the answers orally. 

• You can let the students do the tests as “open book 
(newspaper) tests.”
 
• Students can work in pairs or groups to come up with 
the answers after reading the article. 

• Students can use the Answer Page to correct their 
own or others’ answers.

• You can give the same test a week or more later to 
evaluate the retention of the information. 
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Name___________________________________________________ Date ___________________

The 2020 Election

Presidential elections have always been a very __________________________ time in the United 

States. This __________________________ the drama was extreme. 

COVID-19 caused changes

__________________________ of COVID-19, many voters did not want to stand close to other 

people in long lines to vote on Election Day. One hundred one __________________________ 

Americans voted early, in person. Sixty-five million __________________________ voted by mail. On 

Election Day, November 3, another 36 million people voted in __________________________. 

On Election Day, states __________________________ the early votes and the Election Day votes. 

However, each state has different laws __________________________ counting the mailed-in votes. 

__________________________ states counted those ballots as they arrived. Other states could not 

count the mailed-in ballots until __________________________ 3.  

      
WORD BANK

 Americans  year  counted  million  some

 because  about  November  dramatic  person
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WORD BANK
 evening  after  December  menorah  lights

	 special	 	 tell	 	 difficult	 	 enough	 	 eight

Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

Hanukkah

Hanukkah is the Festival of __________________________. This Jewish 

holiday lasts __________________________ days. This year, Hanukkah begins 

on the __________________________ of December 10. It ends on the evening of 

__________________________ 18.

Each night of Hanukkah, Jewish families light candles on the __________________________. 

They say __________________________ Hanukkah prayers. They __________________________ 

the story of the Maccabees and a miracle that happened in 165 BCE. The Maccabees led the 

Jews in a long __________________________ war to save their temple from the king of Syria. 

__________________________ their victory, they wanted to relight the “eternal flame” to burn in the 

temple. However, there was only __________________________ oil in the temple lamp to burn for 

one day. It took eight days to prepare more oil.
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Kwanzaa

 Kwanzaa begins on  __________________________ 26. It  __________________________ until 

January 1. It’s a week-long celebration of  __________________________ culture and community. It 

is  __________________________ a religious holiday.

There are  __________________________ days of Kwanzaa. In  __________________________ 

neighborhoods, African music plays all day. Stores and homes  __________________________ hand-

made African things. People make gifts to give  __________________________ other. The colors red, 

black, and green are Kwanzaa  __________________________. 

Kwanzaa is not a very  __________________________ holiday. 

 

      
WORD BANK

 not  each  African-American   seven    colors

 old  some  December    display    lasts
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Winter Begins

Winter begins at 5:02 a.m.,  __________________________ Time, on December 21. This is the  

__________________________ day of the year.  __________________________ name for this day is 

the winter solstice.

West Coast  __________________________ have a mild winter. They are  

__________________________ by the Pacific Ocean. 

Winter  __________________________ is coldest in the mountains.  __________________________ 

cold in the north central states and north eastern states. There is  __________________________ a lot 

of snow. People  __________________________ winter sports such as sledding, snowboarding, skiing, 

and ice skating. Making  __________________________ is very popular. 

      
WORD BANK

 states warmed  snowpeople another often

 it’s  weather  shortest  eastern enjoy
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Name_______________________________________  Date ______________________________

Holiday Customs in the U.S.

There are many holiday  __________________________ and traditions in the month of December. 

COVID-19 has  __________________________ some of these customs. 

Christians celebrate Christmas on  __________________________ 24 and 25. African 

Americans  __________________________ celebrate Kwanzaa from December 26 to January 1.  

__________________________ celebrate eight days of Hanukkah in late November or in December. 

Gifts and tips

People  __________________________give gifts to family and friends in the holiday season. They 

give gifts or  __________________________ to employees, building superintendents, doormen, letter 

carriers, sanitation workers, teachers, cleaning people, delivery people, and others. Americans give 

money to their church and to charities at this time,  __________________________.  

 __________________________ people send holiday cards to family, friends, and neighbors.  

__________________________ people send greetings by email. 

     
WORD BANK

 Jews  often  December  tips  busy

 some  can  changed  too  customs
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WORD BANK

 united would amendments bill  fought

 when  not  America  too  write  
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Name_______________________________________  Date ______________________________

The Bill of Rights

In 1787, there were 13 new states in  __________________________. They had just  

__________________________ a revolution to be free from Great Britain. They wanted to stay  

__________________________. Leaders went to Philadelphia to  __________________________ a 

Constitution to “make a more perfect union.”  __________________________ they were finished, only 

nine states agreed to sign the new Constitution. 

Four states  __________________________ not sign. They thought that the Constitution gave 

the new government  __________________________ much power. They wanted to be sure that 

they would  __________________________ lose their new rights. The writers of the Constitution 

then added ten  __________________________ to it. These ten amendments are called the  

__________________________ of Rights.   

 



     
WORD BANK

 announced  it shutdowns  indoors  may

 thousand  in November  dangerous  virtually
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Name_______________________________________  Date ______________________________

Coronavirus Update

Some of the news is very bad 

COVID-19 is more  __________________________ than ever. There were 140,000 new 

cases on  __________________________ 12. In colder weather, people spend more time  

__________________________. More than a  __________________________ people are dying from 

COVID-19 every day in the United States.

 __________________________ of stores, restaurants, bars, and other businesses have put more than 

26 million Americans out of work. Schools  __________________________ most states are closed. 

Students learn  __________________________, at home. 

There’s also some good news

Pfizer [FIY zuhr], a pharmaceutical [FAR muh SOO tih k’l] company,   

__________________________ that they now have a vaccine.  __________________________ is 

90% effective. Other companies  __________________________ have vaccines soon, too. 



Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

December 2020: Which Word Does Not Belong?
Three words in each row go together. One word does not belong with them. Draw a circle 
around the word that does not belong. Be able to explain your reasons.

       A    B    C       D

1.  November 3 December 19  December 25  January 20

2.   vote   recount   electoral   popular  

3.   support  announce   say    declare  

4.   Biden  Trump   Jorgensen   Harris

5.   Hanukkah gelt dreidel   invention   menorah

6.   Santa Claus Maulana Karenga  Sinter Klaas  Kris Kringle 

7.   evergreen tree poinsettias   nativity scene  charity
  
8.  Kwanzaa  anniversary   Hanukkah   Christmas
 
9.    banana  eggs    loaf    flour

10.  pan   bowl    cup    batter

11.   warrant  religion   speech   assembly

12.   guilty   trial    lawyer   jury  
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

I. The 2020 Election
1. What day was Election Day in the U.S. this year? _____________________________

2. Who were the candidates? ______________________ and __________________________

3. On what day did networks project the winner of electoral votes? ___________________

4. Who disagreed with the networks? ______________________________

5. Who won the popular vote? ________________________________

6. How many popular votes did he win? ______________________________

7. In which five states was the vote too close to call for many days? ___________________

  ______________________________________________________________________

         ______________________________________________________________________

8. Which of these ballots cannot be counted: (Circle all answers that apply) 

  a. ballots cast early, in person       b. mailed-in ballots     

  c. ballots cast by non-citizens  d. ballots that are postmarked after election day 

  e. ballots cast by dead people    f. ballots cast by people who don’t live in a state 

  g. Ballots cast by people without ID
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

9. On what day will the state electors cast the official votes for president and vice  
 
   president?  ___________________________________

10. On what day will the new Congress count the official votes? _______________________

11. On what day will the new president take office? ________________________________

12. How many jobs must a new president fill in his administration? __________________

13. What is the name for the president’s top advisors? ________________________

14. Which political party will have the majority in the House of Representatives?

  _____________________________________

15. In which state will there be a runoff election for two senators? ______________________

I. The 2020 Election, continued
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

II. The Bill of Rights

1. How many rights are there in the First Amendment? __________

2. Which amendment protects these rights of Americans? Write the number of the Amendment  
     in the blank.

  _______a. A person accused of a crime has the right to a trial by jury. The person may  
    have an attorney to defend him or her. 

  ______ b. A person accused of a crime does not have to answer questions that might  
                incriminate him or her.

  _______c. A person may say or write anything. A newspaper may print any news. People  
    may have any religion or no religion. People have the right to gather in groups.

  _______d. A person has the right to own a gun.

  _______e. The government may not punish a person in a cruel way.

  _______f. A person may not be tried for the same crime twice.

  _______g. The police may not search a person or a person’s home without a warrant from  
    a judge.

  _______h. The government may not take away a person’s life, liberty, or property except  
    by following the rule of law. 
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

III. Events in December

1. On what holiday do Jews light a Menorah? _________________________

2. Who led a long fight of the Jews against the King of Syria? _____________________

3. What did the Jews want to get back? __________________________

4. What did they need to make the eternal light burn? ___________________

5. What game do Jewish children play on this holiday? ________________________

6. On what date did Orville and Wilbur Wright fly the first powered airplane? 

  _________________________________________

7. What season begins on December 21? ___________________________

8. What is another name for that day? _____________________________________

9. What is an African-American celebration for one week from December 26 to January 1? 

  _____________________________________________________
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

10. Kris Kringle is another name for _________________________________.

11. This year there will be no party in Times Square on ___________________________.

12. What is the name of Santa’s ninth reindeer, who was made famous in a song in 1949?

  ________________________________________________

13. Who wrote the story, “A Visit from Saint Nicholas?” ______________________________

14. What famous artist drew pictures of Santa, his elves, and his home at the North Pole?

  _______________________________________

III. Events in December, continued
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________Name_______________________________________  Date ________________Name_______________________________________  Date ________________Name_______________________________________  Date ________________Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

IV.  Ask Elizabeth: Making Banana Bread

1. Match the ingredients in column I with the measurements in column II. (Write the letter 
of the ingredient on the line.

a. ___________ ripe bananas

b. ___________ eggs

c. ____________________________ flour

d._____________________________ baking powder

e.______________________________sugar

f. ______________________________soft butter

two tablespoons

two

one and three quarters cups

two teaspoons

three

two thirds cup

2. At what temperature do you need to bake banana bread? ___________________

3. How long do you leave it in the oven? ___________________

4. What do you do with the bananas after you peel them? ____________________________

5. What are these abbreviations for?

 a.  tsp _____________________________     b. Tbs ________________________________

 b.  c. _____________________________  d. oz. _________________________________

 e.  pt. _____________________________  f.  qt. __________________________________

6. How many milliliters equal one cup? __________________________
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

V. Coronavirus Update

1. What is another name for the coronavirus? ____________________________

2. How many people die each day from the coronavirus? More than _________________

3. How many people were out of work because of the shutdowns of businesses? 

  _________________________________________

4. What pharmaceutical company announced that it now had a vaccine? 

  _______________________________________________

5. How effective did they say the vaccine is? _________________%

6. What did Joe Biden say would be his first job as president? 

  _______________________________________________________________________

7.  What are four things we all must do until the vaccine is available?

 a. wear a _________________________     b. stay ______ feet away from others

 c. wash our ________________________  d. avoid ________________________
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

Critical-thinking and Creative-thinking Questions

Choose questions or projects to discuss in a small group or with the class. 

 1. In some countries, the Congress or Parliament chooses the president or prime 
minister of the country. Do you think that system is better than the U.S. system? 
Why or why not? Compare the way Americans elect a president with the way a 
leader is chosen in your home country.

 2. A U.S. president cannot be elected more than two times. The next president 
has to start learning the job from the beginning. Would it be better to allow a 
president to serve three or four terms, as long as people want to elect him or 
her?  Give your reasons.

 3. Donald Trump said that the election was rigged and that there were cases of 
fraud. He has had lawsuits in five states to remove fraudulent votes. Judges did 
not see enough evidence to change any state’s electoral votes. How would the 
government prove to his supporters that he had indeed lost the election?

 4. Forty eight states have a “winner-take-all” rule about electoral votes. Two states 
have a different rule: Winners of each congressional district take one electoral 
vote for the district. Two electoral votes come from the whole state. Is this a 
better system? Why or why not? Can you invent a different system? 

 
 5. Many American children believe that Santa Claus is real, and that he brings 

presents on December 24 or 25. Is it a good idea to tell children things that are 
not true? Why or why not?

 6. The Coronavirus has been killing thousands of Americans every day. The U.S. 
has the highest death toll in the world. Still, some people refuse to wear masks. 
They say it is unconstitutional. Do you agree? How would you convince people 
to care for themselves and others by wearing a mask?

 7. The Bill of Rights protects the people from the government. What other rights 
should be in a Bill of Rights? The right to health care? The right to higher 
education? The right to a job? Explain your answers.
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December  2020  
Answers to Easy English NEWS  

Short-Answer Tests

I. The 2020 Election

1. November 3
2. Donald Trump, Joe Biden
3. November 7
4. Donald Trump
5. Joe Biden
6. 77 million
7. Georgia, Pennsylvania, Arizona, 
    North Carolina, Nevada
8. c  d  e  f   g
9. December 14
10. January 6, 2021
11. January 20, 2021
12. 4000
13. Cabinet
14. Democratic
15. Georgia

II. The Bill of Rights

1. four
2.  a. Fifth  b. Fifth  c.  First
d.  Second e. Eighth  f. Fifth
g.  Fourth  h. Fifth

III, Events in December

1. Hanukkah
2. the Maccabees
3. their temple
4. oil
5. dreidel
6. December 17, 1903
7. Winter
8. winter solstice
9. Kwanzaa
10. Santa Claus
11. New Year’s Eve
12. Rudolph
13. Clement Clarke Moore
14. Thomas Nast

IV. Ask Elizabeth: Making Banana Bread

1 a. three
   b. two
   c. 1  3/4 cup   
   d. two teaspoons
   e. 2/3 cup
   f. two tablespoons
2. 350 degrees
3. one hour
4. mash them
5. a. teaspoon b. tablespoon
    c. cup d. ounce
    e. pint f. quart
6. 235 ml.

V. Coronavirus Update

1. COVID-19
2. 1,000
3. 26 million
4. Pfizer
5. 90
6. control the pandemic
7. a. mask b. six
    c. hands c. crowds
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